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1994 - A Bumper Year for Acquisitions
1994 proved to be a bumper year for software and companies were responsible for 68 purchases - or 47%
computing services acquisitions involving UK companies. of the total - up a massive 84% on 1993. We were
As we showed last delighted to see
month, although an increase of
there were an 70% in the
unprecedented 15 number of
new issues these _ o v e r s e a s
were concentrated 3 c o m p a n i e 5
into the first four 1 purchased by
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months of1994.As "r°°°"☁ , u K- o w n e d
new IT issues went ☂ companies and
decidedly out of ' a further
favour, so trade decrease in the
sales and . proportion ofUK

companies
purchased by
t o r e i g n
concerns. This

purchases took
over. As the
average P/E's of
quoted SCSI
companies fell by was due to a
over 20%, the m a r k e d

average P/E paid in ,. . .... ,, . . ,, . . . . ., reduction in the

trade sales was 1939 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 acquisition
increased by a SOWN-R-e-r-Anochm - Total Value Total Number ' activities of US

similar percentage ' ' ☂ m c o m p a n i e s;
to an average of 18 - a figure last achieved in 1991. Peter although partially compensated by an increase in
Rowell of Regent Assoclates said "over the past six European buying activity.
months we have seena numberofhigh quality companies The trends established in 1994 are likely to continue in
made available for acquisition when normally theywould 1995. There is unlikely to be a resurgence oi new issue
have followed the flotation route had it been more activity in the short term with no SCSI floats likely in 01.
receptive". although CMG still seems a likely candidate in a few
RegentAssociates confirmed that ☜the whole software and months time. The trade sale, palticularly as prices are
services sector is really buoyant at present. Software now similarto that achieved in a float, is likely to resume

   
      

    

providers, with _ _ _ _ its popularity as a
specialist skills in ACQUISItIons involvmg UK Companies means of realising
specific vertical or Software and Computing Services Only shareholder value.
horizontal markets, Regent Associates
continue to be the ☜°☁ . ' make the
most sought after r ""L☜,"' i n t e r e s t i n g
organisations☝. rum... observation that in
indeed there was a the last four years
73% increase in mm☝, there have been
transactions ,1, just 29 new IT

ilotations but over
1,000 trade sales

involving software
product suppliers.

in addition, and we with considerations
hope coming as no > £500,000.
surprise to readers, FM companies (+40%) and those There are probably quite a few who now wish they had
involved in ITtralnlng (+29%) Were also in strong demand. taken that option a year ago rather than subjecting their
1994 was the first year on record when no publicly quoted companies - and themselves - to the adverse publicity
SCSI company was acq uired. Co nversely, q uoted which has so often accompanied quoted SCSI companies.
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Just as we thought the message was getting through...

Several years ago, when we started our campaign along the lines ☜the software products sector has gone ex-

growth....the highest margins and the best place to be in the future is high quality/high utilisation/high skill people

businesses☝, we were greeted with a mixture of incredulity and mirth by many. As all the evidence in the last few years

has backed our assertion, we have no need to apologise.

One of our long term readers is leading US broker Donaldson, Lufkin and Jenrette. Their latest research document

on Oracle's excellent 02 results reads as follows: ~

☜Service revenue increased a strong 55% (andnow represents 46% of total revenue). Within this, support revenues

grewby 45% (to 20% of total) but the stand-out item was consulting revenue which increased by 62% (to 26% of total

revenues). Oracle sees a significant opportunity in the consulting area and is pursuing that avenue through the

aggressive hiring and training ofconsultants. The company expects consulting revenue to continue to grow at a fast

pace, and expects its profitability to improve as it leverages the investments it has made during the past several

quarters, We believe the services business is losing the stigma of low profit and volatility, for which it was
known in the past. We View it as a solid source of revenue growth and profits for software companies".

Oracle☂s services revenues have grown significantly in the last four years from under 25% of total revenues to an

estimated 50% in the current year. And as service revenues grow so does Oracle's profit margins - to an estimated

22% in the current year. But as an increasing number of people are realising, the only way to make 20%+ profit

margins these days is from high quality/high utilisation gh skill people businesses...... u

...our prime example, CSE, disappoints...
The Centre for Software Engineering (CSE) - ☜the Confidence Builders"- is the UK's leader in testing safety critical

systems. Just like the clients and projects with which they are involved, they normally shun publicity. Unfortunately,

two events in 1994 changed that: .

- they got embroiled in public concern overthe safety of the Chunnel, where they had been responsible for testing the
software used in the 541 VAX systems and 8 million lines of code.

- they headed our rankings of the profit margins achieved by the 1250+ SCSI companies in our database for 1993. It

wasn☂t a flash in the pan appearance either. CSE's profit margin was 45% in 1991, 43% in 1992 and 50% in 1993

when they made PBT of £1.1m on revenues of £2.2m in the year to SOth June 1993.

We have used CSE ever since as our prime example of how specialist IT consultancies can earn the kind of margins

previously reserved for software products companies.

Howaver, recently CSE filed their accounts for the year to 30th June 94 which showed a rather different picture.

Revenues had slumped 44% to 俉1.2m but cost of sale and admin. costs increased. Hence, the £1 m operating profit

made in the previous year had been reduced to breakeven. It was only interest on the now reduced £850K cash that
delivered the £56K PBT. So much for such companies ☜losing the stigma oflowprofitabi/ity and volatility"♥ see above.

MD (and 55% shareholder) Dr. Phil Bennett said the results ☜reflected expenditure invested in developing new
markets in the Far East and Europe". A new office has opened in Hong Kong, where CSE has a role in testing the
systems for the new airport, and a new office is anticipated for mainland Europe. He described the 1993 revenues as
"exceptional☝due to the "Channel Tunnel success☝which he hoped to exploit "in other major international infrastructure

projects". Bennett says he is "quietly confident for 1994/95☝- with the objective now clearly back on the "quietly".

...and margins slip at Terence Chapman
One of the other examples We used of high profit margins from people-based businesses was the 20%+ margins

achieved at banking and finance sector consultancy - Terence Chapman. In Jan. 94 they purchased Synergo and
their UNIX-based stockbroking system

for ☜a seven figure sum". At the time

Terence Chapman had been Terence Chapman Group plc

forecasting profits "in excess of£1.4m" SIX Year Revenue and PBT Record

forthe year to 31 st Aug. 94. But in the R-I-"V- '0 1'39 "'5'"

event profits increased by just 15% to

£1.26m with the "first time 8 month my"...

contribution☝ from previously loss

making Synergo probably the culprit. I PET

Revenues, of course, shot up by 65%

to £8.5m meaning that last year's 21%

profit margin slid to a still highly

respectable 15%. EPS rose by 24%.

Terence Chapman is in the final stages

of raising almost 23m of committed new

money which will be used to fund

further acquisitions. However, we are ☜'"n'"

told that no specific acquisition has '3" 199° Nil 190: 1993

been lined up asyet. The fund raising Year endlng 3151 August

is rather novel as it is structured around

the reward to be achieved when Terence Chapman floats "within the next two years". Let's hope sentiment towards

the sector has improved by then.
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- Sorry LBMS "doth protest too much, methinks☝
RT we made an error in our reporting Back inAug. 94, you may remember that a US consortium

( j of cm' Group's results forthe six headed by Bessemer Ventures took a 19.4% stake - and
months to 31st Oct. 94 in last effective control-ofLearmonth&Burchett Management

Wmonth's system House. we Systems (LBMS). Our views were quoted widely at the

should have said that revenues from continuing "me-Forexamplein 9°umirlg1st$ept94 we Said "/flsa
operations, excluding the revenues from System Sham? 1? see 3" ☂"nOVaI☂Ve UK company b91179
Resources acquired during the period. increased by 24% American/sed. It has happened before at Micro Focus and

Indeed on a like-for-like basis. CFtT's revenues were up Bil/1h SO wa☂e (OmNiS). for example. a lfeaCh lime WE'VE
51% in the period and means a £75m pa. run rate at seen research and development act/Vines crossing the

present. Atlantic. It is a step in the wrong direction".

This month CRTs Chairman - John Robinson - and non- This caused great 6°☜5☁§'"ati°" ?☜ LBMS Wh° 1
eXec. Sir Douglas Hague have signalled their intention to 1) Phoned ☜5 ☁0 comp'a'" fhat ☜"5 was untrue- I
resign CRT is seeking two new nomexecs uwm, 2) put out a statement saying that one of the benefits of
expe ence in the informa on technology, software, media the new Investment was ☜to strengthen the main product

and publishing eld☝. That would seem to cover most deve/apmemcem☂e "7 the UK I .
System House readers. 3) made statements to the press denying our claims. For

example David Hsieh, head of worldwide marketing at
I LBMS, pointed out that two thirds of all development work

was done in the UK. "We have noplans to move anyone.
We are actually moving one development project back to
the UK". Source - Computing 9th Sept. 94.
Just five months later in a Press Release dated 19th Jan.
95, LBMS announced that "the two currently remaining

corporate functions left in London, product management
and development, will be largely relocated to Houston".
There is only one thing we dislike more than being wrong
(which we sometimes are!) and that's being accused of
being wrong when We Were right.

Apart from that. you may ask does it matter? Our
campaigning for a strong UK-owned software industry is
well known and has earned us both supporters and critics
(You may remember when we were publicly branded a
Little Englanderby a certain well known Frenchman). The
very best jobs in our industry are located in or close to
development centres. The LBMS move to the US means
another setback for the UK and for the employment
prospects of our sons and daughters.

gFarewellltthesa...HeIIo Integrfs. » , _ .:
The 'FMijoint venture between BULL and Cisi, which
traded asAmesa, has been ended. Athesa UK had been
Surprisingly-sticcessful ,in its first year. generating 25m
revenuesand a run rate of £30mfrorn 'at least six notable

Winsincluding Brighton Council, Eastern Electricity with
the largest. Honeywell Controls. worth £7m Over five years.
It will in future be known as lntegris UK. You may

     

. _ ☂tpotentiat
. ☜felsavse☁j' , remember that BULL sold its $450m US SI bosiness to

☁9 e {vain market W'" Wang in Sept. 94 for $160m. The deal excluded the us
"99 1° ares-ham outsourcing business which traded as.,. lntegris.

  

☜h 99".☝? Takeover rumours fade for Unipalm
I sham .5 One of the very few new issues of 1994 still showing a

premium is Unipalm. Launched in Mar. 94 at 100p. the
shares ended Jan. 95 on 1261:. But that☁s off the high of
146p.

5.☝, UK at Stands,☝ Interim results to Stst Oct. 94 show revenues up 58% at
Siemens Nixdorf Information Systems (SNI) has reported £7'8m☂ pBT unchanged at EMQK hm Eps down 6%.

UK revenues up 12% at £1.60m '☜ the year") 30m 89p} Given a current capitalisation of £26m, this is all a little
94☁ In 1993 a "☁3☁595☁ Prom °f $09K was repon ' ""5 academic. The real excitement is over the Internet
year [breakevfan '5 Cla'mgd' , g ☁ . connection activity - Pipex. This made a loss of £462K in
The revenue ☜59 was ent're'Y due ☁0 SN] 5 acqu'smon 0f the period but you will be relieved that profits are forecast
ACT Cablestream's networking operations in Jan. 94 for by 2000! Unipalmvs share price had been bolstered by

up to 517'☜ Ca?165tream had rev?"ues 0f £14m "1 19?3- takeover rumours. With increased competition from the
SM also acqu'red a 51% s☁ake "1 Dunlop Aut°m°tW° likes of Microsoft (who also recognise the Internet
c°"☁P°5it°5- potential) this now looks less likely.
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Bad news continues at MDIS
McDonnell information Systems (MDIS) seems to have

honed the art of the surprise announcement into an art

form. Perhaps it was our 15 years at Hoskyns which taught
us that it is not actually a capital offence for the division

you run to have a hard time. What is unforgivabie,

however, is not to forecast accurately.

Launched in May 94 at 260p, last Sept. MDIS issued its
maiden interim results - and a profits warning. Their

brokers - Nat. West Securities - cut profit forecasts from

£25.7m to £17m. The shares collapsed to 107p.

At the time CEO Jerry Causley stressed in public, and to

us personally, that ☜the important thing to remember is

that business has been delayed, not lost☝. indeed fortunes

would revive as ☜MDIS will pick up a lot of new business

once the current log jam in decision making is cleared".

indeed, we were given a long list of delayed contracts

which would soon be secured. We had a robust discussion
about forecasting at MDIS and felt this was at least one
area of weakness that would be addressed.

We pondered "£5m profits in the rst half. an improvement

in the second from delayed contracts. ..£14m for the year
looks about it". indeed, the share price even started to

recover, reaching 120p in Nov. 94.
Then, on 10th Jan. 95, MDIS produced an almost carbon

copy of the Sept. 94 announcement. The reasons:

- not one "furthermajororde or the PFlO-iV IBS banking
product was secured in the second half

- further delays in orders from Police forces

- an increase of 10% in R&D costs

- what seems to have been an unexpected £2.5m loss at
Xerox Computer Services (the Chess product); acquired
in Oct. 94 for up to $30m. Although Xerox Corp. will knock

this off the purchase price, it still has to be taken into
MDlS☂s P&L account.
Analysts are busy revising their forecasts again. This
analyst reckons that MDIS will report little advancement
on the 25m interim figure and that could well be before
the £2.5m Xerox hit.
The shares tumbled by another 33% this month to just
68p. They might well have fallen further had not ☜MDIS
for sale?☝ rumours started.

MDIS' FD, Ian Knox, fell on his sword. But surely it's the
top managers, who feed the bean counter the forecasts,
who are the real culprits?
It is all turning into an unholy disaster with implicationsfor
Confidence in the industry which go far beyond MDIS. it☂s
about time something serious was done.

Virtuality bucks new issue trend
Not all new issues are disappointing. Shares in Virtuality,
which specialises in ☜iowcostvirtualrealitysystems☂i were

placed at 170p in Oct. 93. They closed this month up a
further 2% at 226p. Although it is easy to dismiss a
company with a market capitalisation of £59m but
revenues of less than £10m as pure hype, \ rtuaiity seems
better versed at pleasing investors than most of the more
established new issues.

This month they have announced that losses for 1994
will be ☜less than £1.5m☝- at the lower endof expectations.
They have also won a £400K contract with Japan☂s largest
advertising production company to supply VR systems to

a new ecological centre.
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☂ CRAY

R E V E N U E
Cray Communications
Cray Syslems
P-E International
Total continuing ops
Discontinued ops
TOTAL Revenue

v OPERATING PROFlT
' Cray Communications
Cray Systerrs
P-E international
Total continuing ops

V Discontinued Ops
Total Operating Profit
Nat interest

2135.60☜

£135 000K

£6.700K
£1.200K

deatvvith First Choice 3 $1111 deatwnthm canAir' mas...
and others secured'in the last six months. Hawaii/entire V
Previously loss~making P-E internationaltl'llanagemeni 1.
conSultancy)_,☁ returned profits of £200K on tellenttesibfk

-☂ ~rmaa'nagér☂tidttahd.52ysl
u☁ilt up. over the last»five yea

  
. he systems 5

crimson ifthé share slide'is not rev, {5' , . . , s a .
Govett have cut its profit forecast by £8m10' 0
at year ago:when' the☁inte☁rims were annov .
share. pricewas 189p. It wenth to hit?☜
K19☁34. Now; at the end of Jan.'9$,☁it is down.

Losing ☜patients☝ at Proteus
Perhaps the ultimate iT froth stock has been Proteus

international. A new issue in May 90 at 84p, the share
price reached a high of over 500p in 1992. Since launch
they have earned no revenue and losses have mounted.
in the six months to 30th Sept. 94 losses increased from

俉2.73m to £3.67m on zero revenues.
The real problem is that, despite raising a further £10.4m
in the rights issue in Mar. 94 at 240p, cash is running out
fast and Proteus has admitted that more will be needed
before the drugs developed using their software product
start earning. Shareholders have been told this before
and their patience is understandably evaporating too.

    And they are British...(well so far anyway).
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The share price has already collapsed to 184p.
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PBT £9.656.000 011252.000 As we are sure you know, IBM surprised pundits by
EPS 32.500 45,400 039.7 announcing a $3b profit for 1994 compared with a $96m
[BM sells further CFS stake." loss in 1993. But you may have missed that whereas

Computerised Financial Solutions (CFS) was a new hatdwa'e TeVenUes grew by 65% (1° $32~3b) and
issue in Feb☁ 94 a, gap. [3M UK had bought a 26% stake maintenance revenues reduced by 1% to $7.2b, servlces

in Nov. 90 at £260K and usedthe float to reduce its holding ☜Venues we☝ ☜P a maSSive 26% 1° 59-7☝ Give☜ me
to14%.This month, IBM hassoldafurther4.9°/0to Fletch WOblemS With P'OP'ie☁aW Operating 5°"Wa'e' 'BM'S
property a, 104p and will sell its remaining 915% same software revenues were up a creditable 3.6% at $11.3b.
in Mo winches in Oct. 95 and Apt 96. Row, is already 8 IBM UK also did well with total revenues up 8.5% at £4.4b
CFS trading partner, holding a 50% stake in CFSI Reta" with UK revenues rising by a similar %10 £1,871). Profits

Financial services subsidiary. of £96m were recorded against a loss of £174m in 1993

CFS latest figures show a £36K loss on revenues of just With 9'18? emp☁oyed 3☁ me yea☂ end ☁2200 fewer than a
£1.4m in the six months to 301h June 94. CFS capitalises Year ea 'en Anhof-☁Qh "0 breakdown '5 3° far ava'bb'e:
R&D and intangible assets now exceed total net assets. growm "1 UK same☜ was h'ghl'gh☁e☁j as excellent☝-
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   WO more Of a amazoo

Hard on the heels ofthe ☜up to £5.8m☝purchase of WIS in
Nov. 94. Kalamazoo Computer Group has this month
acquired
- security printing company - GMT Tickets - for £500K in
cash plus a further £200K deferred.
- the Dutch motor dealer customer base of MAI Systems
Cor . for an undisclosed sum.

DEC gets £6.5m for Deslsco
Dlgltal has sold its City trading systems operation
Deslsco (which markets DecTrade) to Management
Technologies Inc. (MTI) for £6.5m.
Although MTI is a NASDAQ quoted company, in July 94 it
acquired Winter Partners' international banking systems
business which was headquartered in the UK and had
revenues of around £11m. Desisco was also centred on
the UK where the negotiations were undertaken. MTI now
claims revenues of £26m and over 200 professional staff,
The many recent disposals by DEC seem to indicate that
software and services now hold little interest.

Oxford Molecular in £5.9m purchase ,
Oxford Molecular develops computer-aided molecular
design software. Although they made full year losses of
£1.2m onrevenues of just £1.4m they were valued at
£29.5m when they were floated in Apr. 94 at 80p. In Aug.
94, Oxford Molecular bought US ☜bioinformatics software
developer☝ lntelliGenetics for £5.2m from ATC. This
month Oxford has acquired a similar US company -
CAChe - for £5.93m in shares. As CAChe was jointly
owned by SONY, the purchase takes Oxford further into

the US and Japanese markets.
Oxford also reported that it was ☜performing wel/☝but said
that ☜US revenues had not achieved budgets☝. Oxford
shares ended the month up 12% at 67p - a discount of
16% on the launch rice.
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The others...EIectronics Arts Inc. has acquired
Surrey-based computer games developer Bullfrog
Productions Ltd. foran undisclosed sum. Bullfrog claims
to have had "sbr consecutive number one hits" with such
CD-ROM titles as Theme Park and Magic Carpet. ICL
VAR Danetre Business Systems has gone into
receivership - for the second time in four years. ICL Inc.
has bought the Surpass Plus retail software from
BeIlSouth Corp. Terms were not disclosed. US Forefront
has acquired Rapid Recall and has confirmed that it is
looking for further UK acquisitions. The UK arm of
Heathcare systems supplier Community Health
Corn into admini '
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  considerably in excess'o '
ate the pnfc'e☁paid to be
énthis'loéks'tobeabd . ,h☝ . , ,. ,,.

I jinthe MBOless than a yeariago ahdmust '
haveput a☁smil☁e☂on the faces of the'MBO team and
Schroder Ventures, who backed the, buy out. ' ,
Donald Coggiola of 'PMSC said ☜we are committed to}
becoming the leader in all segments :of the'Worldwide'
Software and services industry and the acquisition of'
'Crea ☁Ve certaian moves us closer towards the attainment
cf☁th☂at'go'al☝. a, ; . .» , > ☂ ☂ J

JBA buys..and sells
JBA has bought Australian software group HB&A for an

initial £540K plus afurther £830K based on future
performance. HB&A made PBT of £120K on revenues of
£3.3m in the year to 30th June 94.
JBA also announced that it was selling its Spanish
subsidiaryto PHM Servicios Financieros for ☜a nominal
sum in a deal expected to have a neutral effect on results".

People
Chris Winn, who had served as a main board director of
ACT Group for 11 years to 31st Dec. 94, has joined

Sanderson Electronics as an executive director. Winn
had been responsible for much of ACTS non financial
services activities - almost all of which have been sold in
the last couple of years. Also from ACT. Gerry O'Keefe
has joined Logica as UK sales and marketing director.
Logica at one time won our ☜most expensive boar "award
which prompted a letter from the then MD David Mann
pointing out this was only because they had more directors
than the others! Last year restructuring meant that Logica
slipped outside the Top Ten. But, in a clear attempt to
regain their position, Logica has this month announced a
further three non execs ☜worthies☝. Frank Barlow (MD of
Pearsons), Elizabeth Filkin (adjudicator at the Inland
Revenue and Customs & ExciSe) and Richard Wakeling
(professional non exec at Costains, Laura Ashley etc.)
First there was Geoff Squire, then there was Mike Evans
and now Mike Harrison has quit Oracle UK to join Informix
\as VP Northern Europe.
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THORN MI Com
Afteryears of ☜on-off☂ rumour, THORN-EMI Computeraid
has achieved its M80.

The MBO was effected by two of the people who could
claim to have founded Computeraid. Maurice O'Brien co-
founded TPM Karlin Computer Services back in 1978
which was bought bySoftware Sciences in 1979 when it
was part of BOC. In 1980 it became part of Datasolve,
where Chris Wood was MD, and was renamed
Computeraid. Both Software Sciences and Datasolve were
acquired by THORN-EMI in 1982 - now both part of Data
Sciences. Wood, who maintains his role as Chief
lnforrnation Officer, THORN Group, will be Chairman of

the new operation and O☂Brien continues his unbroken 16
year stint as MD. All the senior managers, most of whom
have been with the company for many years, invested in
the M30 and, in time, all staff will be able to benefit from
\any success. As usual, THORN-EMl retains a 20% stake

System House
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Guardian Computer Services Ltd
Revenue and PET Record PM☝...
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and the prefix will be maintained forthe first year. ClNVen
backed the deal with funds of £2.3m. Contrasting this to
the price paid by Misys (see p12) for similar companies in
the past is a salutary lesson.

Computeraid has revenues of around £33m and has been
doing well in an otherwise troubled hardware maintenance
sector. Indeed they have traded profitably every year since
inception. Value added services and FM have been
particularly strong performers and are clearly the areas
earmarked for future success.

O'Brien told us he was very pleased with the positive
support he had received from customers - many of which
have remained loyal to Computeraid for a long period.
It looks a fairly priced and well structured deal. Having
been involved with every party to this transaction for a
long time (indeed they are all avid System House readers!)
we sincerely wish the new Computeraid well.

February 1995
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Anather month Of ups and downs Although MR shares were up 10%, this was off the peak
The 031 index arid the Fri-35100 b°ih 19'! 2% in January- when rumours ol 9 takeover bid from Hays were rile.
Entemrlso were up a massive 62% - (from 21310 3259!). However, MDIS (p4 - down 33%) and ACT (p7-d0wn 25%)
They héd dOUbled Um" ihey l3m 01" 3" announcemem Saying recorded the largest lalls on further profit warnings.
they were stillin discussions with their bankersAs they say, 30☝. J3 95
a share for the ultra brave! Coda were up 32% as Rodney "

P°ns and GA want a'buying (p1o)' 05111101111-100001115111 v- i 1939 FTSE SmallCa
P81P shares rose 12% after it said that its lull year results to ☁ " "di ' ☂
30th Nov. 94. to be announced on 2nd Feb, would ☁beat

current expectations☝. Now that really does make a change!

 

Month (31/12/94 - 30/1/95)
Kewlll shares also rose 6% on another positive Stock From ☜MAW☝ ☜6.82% ☜589%
Exchange announcement. HAN Dataport (Germany) is to Fromtst Jan 90 +59.57% +26.84%
take overthe business at Microway which collapsed last Nov. From tst Jan 91 ☜07.41% +33.67%
This will 71/1operating pro ts to Mar. 95 near to the 21111 Em man +22%;

. . - ,, . - rorn s an - . 11 + . 11
level achleved In the prewous year. Chairman KeVIn Fm" ☜Man☝ 4206.,☜ 4236.4
Overstall looks lorward "to a satisfactory result for the yea/☂1 From 151 Jan 95 .2070, .2270,

    

   
    

 

     

 

   

  

    

  
    
   

     

rices a d ☁ 'Ca☁pi't'aliisaf'en'
511.1. 1111:. 511.1. pricl Cnpilnlisation mun-111.1151.

511-1. 0115. 0.111.111.1011 Hillaric 0.1111 051 1114.11 as mav- 05 111m .1150. (2111) 11m. (2111)
30/1/95 (2p) 30/1/05(2111) FIE CIpJRoV. 3011/05 .1111:- 31/12/94 111 1095 since 31/12/04 in 1995

ACT 20.74 2 137.3010 0.55 1174.50 -25.53% 25.53% -241.30m -247.30m
Admiral 25.35 2 72.40111 1.90 4501.45 0.00% 0.00% 20.00111 俉0.00m

. Allen 21.33 2 29.00m 0.47 575.09 -1.12% -1.12% {0.40111 -20.40m
Caph 21.50 2 02.20m 19.1 1.54 4504.50 054% 0.54% 27.30111 427.30111
12005111010 20.97 2 20.70m 1 5.4 4.05 923.01 305% 396% -21.20111 -21.20m
Cenlrogold 21.05 2 45.10m 14.4 0.49 040.00 -9.40% 3.40% -21.501n -21.50m
cllnlcal Campuiing 20.53 2 10.20111 10.1 3.00 500.05 «5.07% 5.97% .20.70111 -20.70111
Coda 21.02 2 25.70111 10.5 1.14 434.04 32.47% 32.47% 25.50111 25.50111
011111151 21.09 2 15.50111 10.5 0.30 072.00 0.00% 0.00% 20.00111 20.00111
Cowuterlsed Flnenclal £1.03 2 4.84m loss 1.45 1144.44 0.00% 0.00% £0.00m £0.00m
Comm" People 22.32 2 55.50111 52.0 0.02 954.73 4.13% .4.13% -22.70111 -22.70111
Cray Electronics 21.52 2 350.00m 17.7 1.33 000.09 5.00% 5.09% 22250111 -222.50111
CRT 20.79 2 53.20111 19.2 1.12 077.79 0.00% 0.00% 20.00111 20.00111
DRS DaisLRnseam 20.31 211.10111 7.4 0.05 201.02 -3.13% -3.13% -20.30m 120.30111
Dos Group 20.55 2 0.27m 17.7 0.90 1100.00 -9.59% -9.59% 20.54111 -2o.64m
01/151011 Group 21.04 2 45.70111 loss 21.07 2500.00 »11.1 1% -11.11% 25.20111 25.20111
515111101111: Datl Pmcossing 21.40 2 35.70111 13.5 2.52 4205.50 -2.10% -2.10% -20.00111 20.00111
Enisrp/iso 20.033 2 2.57111 loss 0.15 25.00 52.50% 52.50% 21 .02m 21 .02m
Gresham Teleconomlnu 20.30 2 12.4om 20.0 1.90 400.50 2.70% 2.70% 20.30m 20.30m
INSTEM 21.50 2 5.75m 9.0 0.35 1500.00 0.00% 0.00% -20.05111 20.05111
JBA Holdl w 21.51 2 53.10111 15.4 0.71 1005.25 5.02% 5.92% 22.90111 22.90111
Kalamazoo 21.09 2 41.5% 12.3 0.50 31 14.20 0.00% 0.00% 20.00111 20.00111
Kewll 22.54 2 30.70m 0.3 0.97 1003.95 5.20% 5.20% 21.70111 21.70111
K0110 inlomallanai 20.52 2 4.09111 7.4 0.20 241.06 -1.09% -1 .09% 20.10111 20.10111
Lemnth A Burchett £0.77 2 16.80m loss 0.64 541.67 45.75% ~13.75911 -£0.60m {0.60m
Loglca 23.13 2 193.40m 22.1 0.05 057.53 359% 3.59% -27.40m -27.40111
Lynx Holdings 20.44 12 18.50111 9.9 0.05 1100.00 45.30% 45.38% -21.30m 121.301"
MAID 20.55 2 52.80m 94.2 9.23 590.91 500% 550% ~23.30m 23.30111
M015 20.50 2 50.00111 4.0 0.45 251.54 -32.57% -32.57% -233.00111 -233.00111
MR Dela Mmeemsnl 921-21 ☁-☁ 6750M 15.1 1.57 400.15 10.00% 10.00% 25.10111 25.10111
M000 4 24.10 E 90.70111 11.7 3.72 1505.40 457% -4.57% -24.30111 24.30111

. Mlcm Focus 20.33 2 120.00m 10.1 1.43 4024.15 1.50% 1.59% 21.90111 21.90111
mm☝... 21.17 2 45.10m 11.7 0.70 500.00 14.71% 14.71% 25.90m 25.90111
Mluovltec 20.35 2 25.10111 17.0 0.74 055.05 .2.74% -2.74% 22.00m 22.90111
Mhys 24.10 2 190.40111 13.0 2.14 1042.20 2.44% 2.44% 24.70111 24.70111
W 21.90 2 22.40111 15.7 2.05 1170.57 .3.41% -3.41% -20.70111 20.70111
011.09mmj 20.57 2 34.20111 loss 2.35 050.97 0.00% 0.00% 20.00m 20.00111
01110111 Moiocuiu 20.67 2 29.10111 loss 20.04 037.50 11.57% 11.57% 27.00111 27.00111
pun 20.03 2 64.90m 20.5 0.30 372.20 12.15% 12.15% 27.00m 27.00m
pm 21.15 2 40.20111 35.0 2.44 5300.07 -0.73% 40.73% 22.00m 22.00m
paw... 21.55 2 9.77111 15.5 1.30 422.34 3.33% 3.33% 20.30m 20.30111
Persona 21.74 2 21.10111 15.5 0.02 1007.50 0.75% 0.75% 21.00111 21.00111
Phonollnk 21.01 2 54.30111 1055 51.01 1157.74 -15.02% -15.02% 421130111 -211.30111
Proteus £1.04 2 57.00111 less nla 2190.40 5.14% 5.14% 22.50111 22.50111
13113111,. 5011143,. 23.03 2 33.30m 55.2 2.40 1007.09 0.00% 0.00% 20.00111 20.00111
111111111. 20.35 2 0.73111 lass 0.42 253.52 -7.99% .7.09% -20.07111 ~20.07111
Real Time 051111111 21.77 2 12.40111 13.4 1.45 3512.24 3.51% 3.51% 20.40m 20.40111
m 22.05 2 34.70111 1 3.3 0.53 1177.14 0.00% 0.00% 20.00111 20.00111
1001111 5 Nolan £1.84 2 22.40111 29.3 1.75 2190.40 .0.54% 054% 20.00111 20.00111
Sage 6111121 25.59 2 139.50111 14.7 2.74 5130.45 -0.09% 009% ~21.30m 421.30111
501111010011 20.05 2 32.70111 12.3 0.95 1440.01 7.59% 7.59% 22.30111 22.30111
80111013101111 23.99 2 371.50111 24.1 0.74 1254.72 221% 12.21% -27.10111 27.10111
Shem/0011 20.00 2 5.46m loss 0.23 733.33 10.00% 10.00% 20.50111 20.55111
Spa/go 0011011111119 20.09 2 11.10m 35.1 2.20 935.04 220% -2.20% 20.30111 ~20.30m
stanan P14110111; 20.13 2 2.25111 loss 0.71 55.55 40.71% -10.71% -2o.27m 20.27111
3111101110004 22.02 2 10.70111 1005 12.44 1020.20 095% -0.90% -20.10m «20.10111
10101 20.33 2 3.00111 39.5 1.02 71 5.90 0.57% 0.57% 20.30111 20.30111
Trnce 20.50 2 7.00111 23.0 0.30 400.00 21.95% 21.95% 21 .27m 21 .27m
Unbeim 21.25 2 25.00111 141.5 2.40 1250.00 5.70% 5.70% 21.90m 21.90111
v.0- Group 22.50 2 35.40111 25.0 3.75 2114.75 -1 90% .1.90% -2o.00m .20.00m
Vllluallty 22.25 2 59.20111 loss 10.95 1329.41 2.25% 2.25% 21.401n 21.40111
Video 20.14 2 15.50111 7.4 0.37 505.95 3.05% 3.05% 20.50111 20.00111
Wall-0011m- £0.89 2 15.20m loss 0.55 303.33 42.55% - 12.55% -21 .30111 {1.30111       Note: CSI Index set at 1000 on tsth April 1989. Any new entrants to the Stock Exohenge are allocated an index of 1000 based on the issue price.
The CSl Index is notmighted; aehange in the share price at the largest company has the same effect as a similar change lcirlhe smallest company.
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 e☂Was ohe of the best'perforrners'thi
'1 2%"higher at 102 .  rServicetec We have a surprisingly high number of subscribers engaged in hardware maintenance ~ a sector

whose decline we have forecast since our very first edition in 1989. Readers might be interested that this month
Serviceth has filed their results for the year to 31 st Mar. 94. These show revenues down 10% at £21.1m with PBT
down 20% at £664K. These results were struck before the purchaSe of Computacare for 2201 K in Mar. 94 or the sale
of ServiceCAL for £225K in Apr. 94.
In Sept. 94, Servicetec undertook a significant financial restructuring to replace short term debt with long term financing

k This was perhaps hastened by horrendous Net liabilities of £9.5m reported at the last year end. J
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Telecomms
£9.6m

(9%)
9d Government

Finance
' £22.5m

(21%)
Growth
+22%

 

91994 results
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  Data Sciences
1994 Revenue by Market Sector
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ooggig lal Although its "3 . ,, ,-(24%) , mvestmentswrll .ontinuey
the major costs have."
already been incurred. :☁lt
now has a well balance
"market portfolioas'ShownW
in the chart. 'ltsorde'rback

E log has increased and
could now claim torward -

I contracted revenues in☂
§ excess of £200m..Th'e
C £13m/5 year Outsourcing
' deal with' the Dental
Practices Board
announced this month is

Data'Sciences' largest deal in many-a-year and is one 'of
best examples of the "we can do it" attitude which now

Growth

  

 

  

    

  

   

   

The currentiyear,.in our opinion, is the one that really
3 matters 'as that will decide when Data Sciences comes to
the Stock Exchange: A 15-20% organic revenue growth
and'margins nudging 6% would make Data Sciences a

very attractive candidate in a year☁s time. Our report card
☂would then read "Good - but can do even benef☂- and
that☂s exactly the kind of message they will need for a

' successful float.

 

A tale of decline
Mlcrogen is predominately
a COM bureau. Their
fortunes have closely
followod the rise..andfall in .
the use of microfiche.

Latest results show

revenues up 10% at

£58.8m but PBT down 8%

at £6.2m and EPS down

5%. A year ago analysts

were expecting profits of

£7,9m. We said at the time

that Microgen MUST put all -

its etforts into developing new business areas. Unfortunately,
the one acquisition it made in the year was of SOS - a Scottish
COM bureau.

Microgen now fully admits that changes in technology are
☜having an impacfon ourbusiness☝and new initiatives include

optical and CD-ROM based storage services.
To Microgen☂s credit over 50% of revenues - and 70% oi

profits - are earned overseas.

Chairman Douglas Lee 'views the future with confidence☝.

The downturn was fully expected. After a 31% share price

fall in 1994, Microgen put on 15% in January to close at 117p.
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Bleasdale Computers
You can buy shares in Bleasdale Computer System pic
at 8p subject to Rule 4.2(a), valuing them at £540K.
Alternatively, you could buy troubled Enterprise
Computers stock at 3.25p. valuing them at £2.6m.
Enterprise own 79% of Bleasdale stock.
However, Bleasdale, who install PC-based network
systems in the UK and Germany. seem to be doing quite
well with revenues of £4.7m and PET of Q186K in the
year to 315i Mar. 94. That's a low 3 PIE.
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☜People ask you for criticism, but they onlyreally want praise" w Somerset Maugham
Surprising as it may seem, Kevin Lornax at Misys is clearly
a sensitive chap. When we wrote eulogies about Misys.
we received all the usual analyst invitations. This year,
for the first time ever, no invite arrived for the interim

briefing.
That was a bit of a shame...not least because the results
were in many ways impressive. Revenues for the six
months to 30th Nov. 94 increased by 52% to £63.9m, PBT
was up 40% at £11 .25m and cash balances increased by
£2m to £35m. But EPS was up a more modest 16%...and
that, dear readers, is the sole cause of our criticism and
our current persona non grata status.
In the last five years (i.e. since the interims to 30th Nov.
89) whereas PBT has increased 120%, EPS has grown
by 47%. The share price in the same five years (from end
Jan. 90 to 95) has grown by just 24% (from 338p to 418p).
But you might be tempted to suggest that this was at least

better than the other quoted SCSI companies at the time.
Not true. On an exactly Iike-for-Iike basis, the average
then-quoted SCSI company has increased EPS by 50%
in the period (and that is despite some massive declines
at Sherwood, Total, Trace etc.). Whereas Misys grew EPS
by 47%, Sage managed a 260% increase. The very
services-type of company which Lomax eschews did
surprising well - like Admiral (EPS up 166%), Capita
(+160%) and Sema (+90%). And it you hadinvested in
our CSI Index shares - including all the recent new issue
failures - your investment would be 55% higher compared
with Misys☁ 24%. If you hadgone for Sage instead, you
would have quadrupled your investment.
So why this disparity between EPS and PBT growth? We
have suggested that it is due to Misys paying too much
for many of its acquisitions. Several System House
readers called us to say that the £40m paid for Kapiti in
April 94 was over the odds. But now Misys makes a
particular point that Kapiti has 'joen☁ormed strongly and
above expectations and has enhanced EP "in the period.
You may remember that buried deep in the Misys rights
issue document at the time was a kind of profits forecast
for Kapiti of ☜not less than £4m"for calendar 94, but even
with Kapiti included for the first time Misys Computer

 

ORDER

Systems only increased operating profit by £1 .7m in the
half year to £5.8m. So we are delighted that the new
acquisition has gone so well... as goodness knows what
would have happened to EPS without it.
Misys reports ☜attrition☝ in their third party maintenance
operations. Misys has spent over £20m buying hardware
maintenance operations like TIS Computer Maintenance,
Star, Principality, Sign Express, Specialist and others in
the last five years.
Misys still positions itself as a "supplier of application
software packages to vertical markets". Without wishing
to downgrade the importance of product, Misys☁ real
strength is in their provision of solutions where around
55% of their revenues now come from services. Their
expertise in their chosen markets of banking, insurance.
construction, manufacturing, hotels, electronic component
distribution and travel agencies is where the real future
advantage of Misys lies.
"Good progress" is anticipated from the Computer
Systems division (which includes Kapiti) in the second

half. The outlook for Financial Services (i.e. the
Countrywide insurance broker offerings), however, was
described as "satisfactory".
The recent RM plc bid has indicated that Misys' acquisition
hunger is far from satiated and we would not be surprised
to hear further announcements soon. We just hope that
they too will lead to ☜enhanced EP ".
A bout of selling meant Misys share price was largely
unaltered on the result announcement and closed January
on 419p - 22% down from 537p this time last ear
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